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What is IoT? 
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IoT is the network of physical objects or "things" 
embedded with electronics, software, sensors, and 
network connectivity, which enables these objects to 
collect and exchange data.

IoT allows objects to be sensed and controlled remotely 
across network infrastructure, creating opportunities for 
integration between the physical world and computer-
based systems.

An IoT platform is a workbench of software tools, 
available online, that is used to create IoT solutions.

An IoT solution comprises of sensors, a platform and an 
application. The application enables the user to sense 
and control the sensor  and gives the customer access to 
integrate information. 

This information can be harnessed for business 
optimisation. 



Data generation, transmission, analysis and 
display – the key to IoT success  
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Data
Generation

Attach sensors to anything to track, monitor and communicate
through embedded software. Connect devices 

Data
Transmission

Transmit data across a range of networks
(fixed, mobile, satellite, RFID) to applications and other users

Data Collection, Storage
and Analysis

Store and process information using cloud based application 
enablement platforms (within a secure environment)

Data
Display

View and manipulate dashboards and visualisation 
tools on key business data and trends 

Simplify operations; seamless customer experience;
increased responsiveness to customer needs; reduced time to market



Enhancing your online experience

Resize

Mac/PC

Move

Tablet

Move

Resize



IoT will be everywhere – So what?
Business transformation and benefits through
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Improved operational 
efficiency 

Innovate, grow and outflank your competition

Faster decision 
making

Improved customer 
experience 

Improved staff and 
customer safety

Improved asset 
utilisation 

Empowered field force 
with new information 

Improved cost 
efficiency

Potential new 
revenue streams



What Connecting Communities means to Telstra

A Connected Community is one in which citizens, businesses and local governments can come 

together through digital engagement to revitalise business and public spaces, attract investment, 

promote safety and security, share in better public amenities, promote sustainable living, and 

encourage tourism, visitation and a strong local economy.



What is a connected community? 

Collection and consolidation of data across boundaries:  

Government Businesses Individuals

Road Networks Health and Wellness

Shopping Experience

Safety / Surveillance

Waste Collection Asset Location



More than 180,000 people a day are moving into urban areas, so the world’s cities and communities will need to 
get smarter. Leaders will need to innovate across services to meet the challenges of tomorrow.

Connecting communities
The need for smart approaches



Transforming the power pole
Principle concepts of connected city technology

Cutting the operating costs while lowering 
the carbon footprint. Typically street lights 
represent 20% - 30% of a council’s 
electricity consumption

Turning streetlights into intelligent, 
energy-efficient, remotely monitored and 
managed networks

Insights

• Sensors to expand community insights such as 

weather conditions, vehicle and pedestrian traffic

Smart Waste Bins

• Activate proactive monitoring of waste bins 

(when to be emptied)

Parking

• Ease of payment, whilst upholding parking 

compliance

WIFI Nation

• Provide WIFI hotspots for public

Intelligent Lights 

• Better manage light operation and energy consumption 

• Proactive monitoring to detect and notify of faulty lights

Security Monitoring

• Make public spaces safer

Distributed Intelligence 

• The gateway point for communications 

with new and innovative street services



Data collection from disparate roadside devices and sensors – lighting, parking, noise, 
pollution, traffic and road disruptions, equipment and machinery and fleet 
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The Future: Local Councils
A smarter way of servicing 

Waste collection 
reduced to ‘as 

needs’ basis rather 
than set routine 
leading to cost 
reduction and 

improved efficiency

Increased asset 
utilisation 

of council machinery 
and vehicles leading 

to 
cost reduction

Street lighting reduced to 
‘as required ‘ basis 

leading to cost reduction 

Increased utilisation of 
support services leading 
to increase in customer 

service (traffic 
management, parking 
availability and health 

services)

Improved business efficiency, delivery of citizen services 
and common sense cost reduction principles



IoT tagging on equipment, centralised patient records and data feeds on patient vitals 
will improve availability of hospital assets, service availability (nursing staff) 

and improve patient care and response times  
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The Future: Improved equipment utilisation 
and patient experience in Health services  

Centralised records 
accessible immediately 

(ambulance / emergency / 
theatre) for immediate 

context 
to receive and treat, 

improving drug 
administration and 

response   

Tracking and monitoring of 
hospital equipment, 

support vehicles and staff 
can improve worker safety, 

patient care and reduce 
costs 

Data inputs on patient 
wellbeing, location and 
ongoing monitoring can 

reduce errors and improve 
responsiveness to 

changing conditions 



IoT sensors and actuators can provide information on vital signs or provide a back to base alert in the 
event of emerging improving prevention in the work place and response in the event of an emergency 

or potential dangerous situation 
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The Future: Nothing is more important than 
worker safety Improving safety management  

Sensing equipment set up to 
alert worker of hazardous 

situation 
e.g. too close to machinery or 
a rise in chemical levels that 

may be dangerous 

Sensors monitor worker 
health/ 

vital signs and trigger alert 
(bio/harness / chest wrap 

or 
pendant worn by worker)

Near Real time alerts for 
remote monitoring of 

worker well being

Optimised worker safety - reduced downtime, safer workplace, remote 
monitoring and management (end to end view of operations – staff well being, 

warehouse machinery, tool status and machine utilisation), pre-emptive 
maintenance and reduced product defects.



Telstra IoT 
Proof of Concepts
City of Joondalup – WA

IoT sensors driving a new 
era of citizen services

Environmental monitoring

BBQ usage

Connected Lighting

Parking (supply and demand)

Waste collection and management

Business benefits

Improved community satisfaction and access to 

information

Reduce expenditure through efficiencies 

Provide near ‘real time’ data to assist with 

decision-making for example to assist in 

determining the location and number of bins in 

parks, or reduction in usage of water for irrigation 

purposes

Improved asset management planning – better 

understanding for maintenance requirements and 

life of assets

Enhance understanding amongst staff of 

innovative business solutions that can improve 

business service delivery

Aid in increasing the City’s competitiveness from 

an economic or marketing perspective – digital 

leader, innovative, reputation as a knowledge 

economy to attract investment



Telstra IoT 
Proof of Concepts
City of Adelaide

Environmental sensors collect  
street level data. Data stored in a 
central Telstra cloud hosted platform 

Light

Noise

Dust and air particles, 

Temperature and humidity

Air quality (carbon monoxide, carbon 
dioxide, nitrogen dioxide)

Business benefits
Improved citizen services – Proactive approach to 

noise issues by automatically measuring and 

identifying problem areas before receiving complaints

Better constituent engagement through effective 

complaint resolution, management of their assets and 

air quality control

Improved tracking and recording of pollution levels 

and other environmental factors.  Data can now be 

fed into town planning and city liveability reports

A useable IoT dashboard and apps in the cloud, 

supported by Telstra to visualise data and streamline 

decision making process
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Rollout of a Connected Community.  
How is it possible? 

Service   1 Service   2 Service   3 Service   N

Devices and assets
Radio Modules, Sensors, Gateways, Smartphones

Access networks and subscription management
Cellular, Satellite, Wi-Fi, Fixed Broadband, Bluetooth, RFID/NFC

Device management
Agents, Activation, Firmware

Data management
Ingestion, Storage, Analytics

Data visualisation
Alerts, Queries, Dashboard



Fitness trackers

Health monitors

Remote controls

Wearable 
technology

Home/office automation

Connections to Smart things.

Pet or property 
tracker

Package or 
logistics tracker

Remote plant/ 
process monitoring

Parking 
Meters

Utility 
meters

Security 
sensors

EFTPOS

Automotive Video 
security

Personal 
communications

Asset tracker



Making your world smarter, only with Telstra

Superior coverage and 
connectivity on Australia’s 
best mobile network 

Leading edge platforms to 
simplify IoT management 
(SIMs, devices and data)

Proven capability in IoT 
solution design, implementation 
and management 

Network and data security 
for peace of mind 

World leading partner and 
technology ecosystem to 
bring  you the best solutions 

One seamless experience  
for ease and simplicity

Unbiased network type and 
device options

A range of Telstra approved 
devices delivering optimsed 
coverage and performance



Summary

• IoT is changing the world around us building a connected community.

• Your competition will be working smarter: more efficiently, with reduced 
costs, automated processes, predictive maintenance and improved 
customer experience. 

• It’s not ‘in the future’, it’s here and now. Industry and customer 
examples 

• We’re best placed to support and work with you on every aspect of your 
IoT requirements from scoping, build, implementation and ongoing 
management. We set ourselves apart by providing the connectivity, 
network and data security, a world class product suite, a world leading 
partner and technology ecosystem and a seamless, one Telstra 
experience
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